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Root Pacific

Remember

To Victory

AWS Rally And

Against USF

Elections

On Tuesday

Next Thursday
C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Epsilon Celebrates Centennial

Dance
With Open House And Dane
I

n l n m n o a m a m Vui
a f T T r » c i 1 a n T o m VvH i C i a r
Active and alumnae
members of
Epsilon Lambda Sigma Sororwill begin the celebration of their centennial year with an open
vuse tonight and a Centennial Ball tomorrow night at the Stockton
^olf and Country Club.
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The College of the Pacific so"
^ority is an outgrowth of the
Engineering School
Kmendia Society, founded a t
Sponsors Conference
anta Clara Female Institute in
A three-day schedule o f lec
. The organization, which was
dlcated to "mental and moral tures, demonstrations and discus
Improvement," has been known sions will inaugurate an annual
)is the first female literary society Highway Engineering Conference
for Central California on March
west of the Mississippi River.
3-5 sponsored by the School of
Engineering of the College of the
:MENDIA SOCIETY
IKCOMES EPSILON
Pacific.
In 1924, the same year that
Dr. Adelbert Diefendorf, dean
'ollege of the Pacific moved to of the Engineering School at
Stockton, the Emendia Society COP, will direct the program,
radually changed over to its which will be attended by 23 out
iresent identity; and, in 1925, the standing western highway en
Epsilon Lambda Sigma house was gineering experts.
instructed on the local campus. The conference is planned to
Coeds currently active in the o f f e r i n f o r m a t i o n i n r e c e n t
sorority will be hostesses at to- progress in modern highway de
light's open house, which is open sign, construction and mainten
o all students and faculty mem- ance to engineers, contractors,
>ers at Pacific, as well as alum- equipment dealers and operators,
lae, parents, and guests.
construction supervisors, materi
als manufacturers and distribu
SATURDAY BALL
Mmes. Harry Hedburg and tors, transportation managers and
Earner Holden, Stockton alum- safety engineers.
Leaders for the conference rep
iae group members, are cochairmen of the Saturday night resent county, state, and federal
>all which will be attended by highway engineering divisions;
"uples from the active and alum- industrial representatives of ce
iae membership and guests. ment and asphalt concerns;
';mmy Limbaugh's Orchestra will equipment manufacturers; safety
i r o v i d e m u s i c f o r t h e f o r m a l engineers; and others.
'vent from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Three luncheon meetings be
Invitations for the ball were ginning Monday will be address
ssued last week to alumnae ed respectively by Elliott J. Tay
vhose current addresses are
lor, COP director of admissions;
mown. A large contingent from C. M. GiUis of Sacramento, state
>ut of town is anticipated.
director of public works; and
state senator Randolph Collier of
CELEBRATION TO CONTINUE
Epsilon's Centennial Year cele- Yreka.
>ration will continue through the
Pring and summer, to be cli-. FUND TO BE SET UP
r*axed with more social events
IN HONOR OF TATTON
'uring Homecoming next fall.
Gifts in memory of Kenneth
Each area alumnae chapter,
jch as those in the Bay Area, Tatton, a 1955 graduate of COP
Sacramento, San Jose, and Stock- who was killed recently in an
on- is also planning to stage a automobile accident, are being re
P n c h e o n c e l e b r a t i o n d u r i n g t h e ceived in President Burns' office,
it has been announced.
"terval.
Sorority members active i n The Kenneth Tatton Memorial
will be
fanning
"••Hung the
tne Centennial ceieoracelebra- Fund
t una wui
uc established with
°ns are Sandy Robinson, house these gifts and will be used to
resident; Carolyn Martin, vice- purchase books or set up a scholresident; and Annette Vanier, arship, President Bums anubllclty chairman.
nounced.

WUS DRIVE SLATED
FOR MARCH 9-13
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DR. SAMUEL MEYER NAMED
ACADEMIC VICE-PRESIDENT

During the week of March 9-13,
students at the College of the
Dr. Samuel Lewis Meyer, dean of Central College In Fayette,
Pacific will Join with students and Missouri, will become academic vice-president of College of the
faculty in 38 other countries to Pacific on June 15, President Robert Burns announced last Saturday.
contribute to the global program
| in the medical department of the
of World University Service,
Army in the Canal Zone and re
Drives Commissioner Donna Hud
entered teaching at Emory Uni
son has announced.
versity in 1945. The following
Events planned for the week
year he became head of t h e
include the popular WUS auction,
| botany department at the_ Univer
where the services of faculty
sity of Tennessee and in 1951 as
members as hashers, tutors, car
sumed the department chairman
washers, etc., are auctioned off
ship at Florida State.
to individuals or living groups.
The new vice-president Inter
Proceeds from this and other
rupted his stay at Florida State
events will be sent through WUS
for a year to serve as executive
to help meet the basic material
secretary of the biology division
needs of university communities
of the National Research Coun
throughout the free world.
cil. He was a delegate of t h e
WUS offers to American stu
council
to the eight international
dents a n opportunity t o work
Botanical Congress In Paris In
with students throughout t h e
1954.
free world to help solve basic
Dr. Meyer has had over 70 sci
material problems and build a
entific articles published in tech
peaceful world.
nical Journals, and his biographi
Watch for World University
cal sketches appear in both
Service Week, March 9-13.
The new vice-president will suc Who's Who In America" and
ceed Dr. Lloyd M. Bertholf, who
Men of Science." He
Asian Students Plant has been elected president of Illi "American
has won numerous scholarships,
A Sequoia On Campus nois Wesleyan University.
fellowships, and prizes for his
An outstanding biological scien
A sequoia tree now stands tist, Dr. Meyer, headed the de research studies, especially in the
north of Irving Martin Library as partments of botany at the Uni field of plant physiology.
Among the many honorary and
a gift from two COP Asian stu versity of Tennessee and Florida
dents.
State University before going to professional societies to which he
belongs are Phi Beta Kappa and
The tree, planted by Juan Ulep his present post in 1955.
of the Philippines, was donated
After graduating from Central Phi Kappa Phi. He was chairman
by Juan and Rai-Won Pak of College in 1930, the new officer of the general section of the Bo
Korea, a COP graduate.
obtained a master of science de tanical Society of American In
Juan is from San Miguel in the gree from Vanderbilt University 1950 and has served as president
province of Tarlac and will grad and a doctorate at the University of the Southeastern Association
uate from Pacific in June with of Virginia. He taught at all three of Biologists. Dr. Meyer, an active
a major in political science.
of these institutions before enter Methodist churchman, also is
serving now on the Missouri Con
Pak graduated in 1956 and re ing World War n.
ceived his master's degree from
Dr. Meyer served for two years ference Board of Education.
COP in 1957. He currently is
He w 111 be accompanied to
studying for his doctorate at the
Stockton by his wife and their
COP DEBATERS
University of Nebraska.
sons Samuel, 13, and James, 7.

PLACE IN MEETS

LATE HOURS GIVEN
FOR USF GAME
R a l l y Commissioner Jack
Willoughby announced today
that everyone will be able to
attend the USF-COP BASKET
BALL GAME next TUESDAY,
MARCH 4. Thanks to Dean Da
vis' acceptance of "Moose" My
ers' suggestion, all women stu
dents will have extended hours
In order that they may attend
the game. Miss Knauf has also
made arrangements for dinner
to be served at 5 p.m. in the
Dining Hall on Tuesday.
Tickets will be available at
the Athletic Ticket Office on
Monday and Tuesday. PSA
cards must lie presented to ob
tain the tickets and to be ad
mitted to the game.
Miss Davis said that all wo
men are "to return to the cam
pus Immediately following the
game."
Join the car caravan in front
of the Administration Building
at 5:30, and root for the Ben
gals at Kezar Pavilion In San
Francisco on Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Donald Duns and Dennis Day,
COP seniors, 1 e d Pacific to a ( 282 Enrolled Here
third place berth in the senior For Post -Grad Work
division debate tournament held
here last Friday. Placing behind
A total of 282 graduate students
USF and Stanford, the team de are enrolled in the college during
bated on the "National Right to
the present semester. Dean Wil
Work Law."
lis N. Potter of the Division of
COP was also well-represented
graduate studies has reported. Of
in the Stockton College T y r o
these students. 61 are registered
Tournament which was held con
for a full-time program (12 units
currently with the senior division
or more), and 221 are classified
tourney. Receiving awards were
Sheila Thompson and Ginger as part-time students.
Many of the graduate students
Ivers, debate; Ron Loveridge, ex
pository speaking; and Ginger are candidates for an advanced de
I vers. Horace Wheatley, and De- gree, while others are working
nise Fedigan. Interpretive read toward a teaching credential in
either secondary or elementary
ing.
The next big event on Pacific's education, or toward some other
debate calendar is the 27th an professional goal.
nual Linfield Invitational Debate
Asian studies, education, and
Meet, to which COP Is sending 15 physical education have the larg
contestants. The meet to be held est number of the full-time ad
near Portland, Oregon, will be at vanced students, with nine each;
tended by about 40 colleges.
while chemistry, music, and his
tory and political science h a v e
Polio Serum Available eight, seven, and six, respectively.
Polio vaccine is still avail Other enrollments show three
able at the college infirmary. majors each in English and ps> Miss Richards has announced. chology, two each in engineering
She urges all those who have a n d z o o l o g y , a n d o n e e a c h i n
not completed their shot series mathematics, pharmacy, and
speech.
to do so.
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Y Slates Membership
Meeting For Monday

FROM WHERE I SIT...
By BERSI

A spring membership meeting
will be held at the "Y" on Mon
day at 7 p.m. for all members and
persons interested in the "Y". The
meeting, combining fun and busi
ness, will feature skits and pre
sentations by "Y" committees and
reports on past activities and pro
grams for the future.
"Y" memberships will be sold,
and there will be opportunity for
all interested persons to enter
"Y" activities.

The most-sung tunes on campus nowadays seem to find
origin in last week's Band Frolic. In fact, with little or no encouj^
ment, a group will simply take off into its routine. (Just happ^..
to have the band along.) All this is understandable, however. ^
weeks of intensive preparation, you just can't unwind in a sic„ the College year by the Pacific Student Association,
Published every Friday
during
SJ
night.
Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at tnle Post Office, Stockton, California
Speaking of unwinding, a lot of it was done last Sunday, it
under the Act of March 3, 1879.
one of those sunny, false-spring days when you turn to the per^
Editor
—
Joan Ulrich
Business Manager
—
*
.—Bill McGregor
next to you and say, "What a beautiful day for a water fights
Assistant Business Manager .,
Dave WolgemuHi
Managing Editor
Linda McKinnon
And he dumps a wastebasketful over your head. Something ^
Society Editors
Jan Gaston, Joan Bender
that might have happened last Sunday; I don't know. But the
Sports Editor
'•
?
Bateson
Circulation Editor
Loris Bringelson
really jumped, nevertheless. Ah, college days. If nothing else,
Columnists
Bob Bersi, George Fasel, Bill Embry
Faculty Adviser
Dr. Osborne
always remember the water fights.
Reporters
Neil Porterfield, Michael Roe, Bill Embry, Marian Duncan, PLANNING CONFERENCE
ITEM — ANTI-COMMUNIST LITERATURE: I haven't h
Carole Gold, Pat Stead, Martha Metzler, Cynthia Whiting, Val White, Jean
A "Y" Planning Conference is a thing from Herb Philbrick since his visit to this campus last ^
McGuire, Caroline Jamieson, Elsa Madsen, Barbara FlahfVe, Jim Holway, Sue
Scrivener, Barbara Hamilton, Donald Solso, Patricia Soule, Bob Nielebeck,
Dave Towell, Ola Murchison, Paul Kaufman, Jack Marden, Dick Bass, Dave being held at President Burns' At.that time, many of us requested that he forward us a list
Davis, Sal Cortes, Maurice Jones, Mary Ann Drysdale.
cabin in Columbia this week end. available information dealing with the Communist party in Ame%
PRINTING CD.
M ULDOWN EY
Attending will be about 20-25 This has not been forthcoming. I guess he forgot about us; as;
members of the "Y" and others undoubtedly, most of us have forgotten about him, also. One th®,
interested in developing a new comes to mind, however: Do you really think the Commurl"Y" program for the semester. have forgotten—about all of us?
An evaluation of last year's pro
ITEM ONE — "Tsk, Tsk": Two ruffled Phoos "relinquish^
1n Defense Of The Female
gram also will be undertaken.
their Band Frolic seats to a faculty member and his party ^
Acting as resource persons for
A very brave professor from Syracuse University re the group will be Dr. Harold Ja- Friday night when he "moved in" amid protests from those seatr;
in the vicinity. It seems the seats in question had been occugt;
cently offered his plan for helping to relieve the.bulging coby and Tom Clagett.
since 6:45 — (the boys had gone out for a quick smoke just befe.
colleges in an article entitled "Keep Women Out of College!" EAST OF EDEN
the show was to commence).
Claiming that women have less sensible reasons for a college The "Y" will present another
The two men from Omega Phi conducted themselves laudab;,
education, he turns his back on the progress of education for in its series of movies next Fri I can't say as much for the faculty member.
ITEM TWO—Miscellaneous: Saw Bridgette Bardot this wto
all (not just for the males) and attempts to make one's gen day night when it will show "East
of Eden," along with a Magoo in "And God Created Woman." One thing for sure — He had nothlr,der a major index for one's admission or rejection to college. cartoon. Showings will be at 4
to do with creating that movie.
He immediately drags from the box of well-worn argu and 7, with Forum Arts credit
(Personal) Thanks loads for the record, Miss Calabash, whereto
ments that one holding that a college campus is regarded as given for the 7 p.m. performance. you are. It ranks in the top 68 of my crocked valley survey.
For gad's sake, Joe, go home — Band Frolic practice is over ma
a happy hunting ground for husbands by women. Of course, After the evening performance,
most women are interested in getting married eventually, but a discussion will be led by Nick
Piediscalzi, a Cal graduate stu
surely most women entailing the expense of going to college dent. The price is 35 cents for
will have other things in mind besides the male-female ratio members and 45 cents for non
of an institution. A secretarial job in an office full of young members.
men could be just as profitable—and much less expensive— THEATER PARTY
Dr. Marc Jantzen, dean of the
The "Y" will sponsor a theater School of Education and of the
from a "marriage" standpoint.
Even if a woman does marry while in or immediately party to the San Francisco pro coming summer session, has an
after finishing college, her education certainly will not have duction of "Tiger at the Gates" nounced that the Summer Session
on March 8. Reservations, which
been a waste. First, in many positions which men now hold, may be made at the "Y," must Catalog has just been printed, and
copies of it can be obtained in
the background and education of their wives can he a definite be in by Monday evening, March Room 208, Owen Hall.
help or hindrance to them. Second, the amount of education 3. Tickets are available for $1.85 The summer session is an ex
that a woman has had is invaluable in creating a richer en and $2.50. A discussion with the tensive program with many sub At Sacramento Tuesday nigt'
vironment for her children. In the third place, the fact cast will follow the performance. jects open to students. The first were WALT CHRISTOPHERS®
session starts on June 17, and the and JERRY YINGST. Both m
should not be overlooked that the working force of married
second session begins July 21. up there with their little tape *
COP
Group
Begins
women is constantly increasing. More and more women are
During the two sessions, most of
mixing marriage and careers. Fourth, many women, because 10-Day Hawaiian Visit the course requirements for the corders getting interviews wit:
JOHNNY MA THIS, J UN:
of the death of their husbands or the failure of their mar Five administrators from COP, following credentials will be of CHRISTY, CAL TJADER, an:
riages, are left with families to support. Fifth, the woman headed by President Robert E. fered: general elementary, junior others. From all indications, t
of today does not spend all her time cooking and sewing. Burns, began a 10-day visit to high school, general and special was a "ring-a-ding" affair!
secondary credentials, junior col
She performs many valuable services in the community and Honolulu today.
JERRY WEAVER, LERO!
The visiting COP officials in lege credential, credential to SMITH, and MEL SLOCUM mai
in charity projects in which her advanced education proves clude Jess R. Rudkin, assistant to teach exceptional children (men
very useful. Sixth, the time has come when most well-edu the president; Donald Smiley, ad tally retarded and speech correc the trip to Los Angeles last wei
end to broadcast the Tiger Bi
cated men expect to converse intelligently with their wives, ministrative assistant; Mrs. Hel tion), pupil personnel services, games. They really came hon>
not have them assent silently to everything they say. Lastly, en Evans, assistant director of de elementary and secondary admin with the bacon, huh? (The W
most women who go to college are smart enough to use velopment; and Miss Alice Saeck- istration, and supervision creden ketball team.)
er, secretary to the president. tial.
Next Wednesday, for all
wisely what they have learned.
Classes will be offered in the
Also with the Pacific groups are
We must not forget, also, those women who are more Ted F. Baun of Fresno, president following departments: ancient don't go KCVN will broadcast®
interested in following a career than in getting married. The of the board of trustees; Mrs. languages, art, Bible and religious COP-USF B.B. game. The ga®
education, botany, business ad will be played Tuesday in Ke&'
professor does say .that women earnestly desiring an educa Baun; and Mrs. Burns.
but KCVN will rebroadcast ®
tion for a specific purpose would be admitted to college— The groups will attend a COP ministration, chemistry, econom play-by-play Wednesday nigM'
ics,
education
and
psychology,
one of the few bright lights in his abyss of practically pre- banquet meeting on March 6 to English, health, physical educa 8. This could be a very inter^
which 75 alumni of the college
ing contest. From the way
suffrage ideas.
•
and the parents of 27 students tion and recreation, history and Tigers have been playing loi
Surely, some steps are going to have to be taken to clear from the islands have been espe political science, home economics,
for anything to happen (to USF
the deadwood out. of the colleges, but let us not condemn only cially invited. President Burns mathematics, music, pharmacy, Try to be there if you can be:
the women. Let us give them an equal chance to grow and will speak, and color motion pic philosophy, physics, sociology, if impossible, listen in at
benefit from the opportunities offered by higher education. tures of the campus activities Spanish, speech, and zoology.
The approximate number o f Wednesday at 8 p.m.!
be shown.
"Coffee Time," with Jim CP*
Let us remember that there are many males who have no will
During their island visit, the the students expected to enroll is
definite directions in their college careers, also. Women are college representatives will speak 2000. To teach this large num e t t a n d J e r r y Y i n g s t , w H U
broadcast live from KCVNs *striving for equality in all other fields; let us not distinguish to several church, community, ber of students, there will be 96 dio
A each Wednesday night m
teachers,
26
of
these
being
visit
between male and female when it comes to measuring ability and club groups and will inter
7:30 to 8:30. Buddy MakaP«,
ing faculty.
view prospective students.
in the educational realm.
and his group will provide
music, along with the voca®
Charmaine Thompson.
'
free prizes will be given a ^
HOW?
like free dinners, records,
By having earphones installed on your Television Set
theater tickets, to mention a f
with a wire cord from TV set to earphones located any
where in the room.
Everyone is invited to com ^
WHY?
over and join the partyThe people with earphones on will hear the TV sound,
FREE!
while the others can study or do as they please in the
Ever wonder what happen
same room without the TV sound interfering.
Kay Kaiser???

EDITORIAL

Summer Courses Set;
New Catalog Available

NARANJADO ON SALE
STARTING MARCH 3rd
Only $6.00... Last Chance

(We said it was the last chance during Christmas,
but we were lying)

TV EARPHONE INSTALLATION

Walts Earphone Installation Service

HOward 4-0027
First set of earphones installed, $10.00 and each additional set
of earphones installed, $6.00.

Some people grow when SK
responsibility; others 111
swell."
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PHI, ARCHflNIA WIN BAND FROLIC

A BACKWARD GLANCE AT BAND FROLIC:
REFLECTIONS OF A TIRED STUDENT
By NEIL POKTKItFIELD

Well, it'* over! That monster that crept into the lives of the
majority of the COP students three weeks ago has finally left. Its
shadow! which blotted out the sun of all other forms of activity,
has gradually passed. Band Frolic's over, and what a relief.
The days when the only reason*
you picked up a bopk was that
COP Summer School
your cigarettes were underneath
it are gone. What a change; Offered In Mexico
you're getting over five hours
A seven-week COP summer
wlccp each night. You're no long
er an outcast if you can't dance session study group in Mexico
like Gene Kelly or sing like Ma has been announced by Dr. J.
rio Lanza. The sacrifice has been Marc Jantzen, dean of the sum
made. You've taken part in an mer session, and Elliott Taylor,
other COP Band Frolic; it was director of tours.
bigger and better; they loved • The college has previously of
Pictured above and below are the winners of the 1958 Band Frolic. Archania is shown in "West- your show; and it's a tough break fered special study In off-campus
- Bumble," and Zeta Phi is shown in "You Can Get There From Here."
locations in California, but the
you lost.
All this for such a small price— Mexico session will be the first
you're only three weeks behind In conducted in a foreign country.
your courses and a physical It is a joint project of COP and
w r e c k . A n d i t d o e s n ' t h a p p e n the Experiment in International
again until next year—a terrific Living, an organization with of
fices in 10 countries which brings
incentive to graduate.
foreign
groups together In home
Do the students complain,
though? Never! They love it! living situations.
The group will leave here July
Of course, there is the lunatic
fringe who says that it's a waste 19 and return September 7. For
four weeks they will be assigned
of time. Ignore them! There are
those who begin to use Band residence i n private Mexican
Frolic, as a synonym for a dirty homes.
Headquarters of the group will
word. So what? Also, there are
those whose comments- about he in Mexico City, where they
Band Frolic, although violently will first be given three days of
colorful, are a bit too brisk to orientation in the Mexican Ameri
be printed here. Who cares what can Institute of Cultural Rela
tions. Following the home resi
A hush fell over the audience last Friday and Saturday nights as the Conservatory curtain they say? The average run-of-the- dence period, the group will trav
rose to reveal the 30th Annual Band Frolic of the College of the Pacific. The sudden silence was a mill COP student wouldn't be el for two weeks and then return
result of the anxiety and suspense which united the audience made up of town people and families as satisfied without going to rehear to Mexico City for the final week
nell as students. The rising of the curtain symbolized the climax to weeks and weeks of practice of sals nightly for 15 to 20 days and
of the session.
giving up uncounted dates.
routines, sewing of costumes, and painting of scenery.
Leaders of the group will be
A COP student Is a hearty soul Dr. and Mrs. Wilfred E. Mitchell.
ZETA PHI walked off with the*
winning trophy for the women's group told its story in lyric and crew. Terrific staging and out and Is a fiend for punishment; Dr. Mitchell has previously dl
Ivlng groups. The success of their dance step, the chorus sang, standing dance excerpts, as well besides, he is 90% ham and must rected groups for the Experiment
ikit may be attributed to the 'That's a fine way to lose a as the entertaining performance lie seen on the stage.
in England and Mexico.
iriginafity of theme and the per- man . . ." Cleverly staged and of Eloise herself, added up to an
He also realizes that Band
Students may earn up to six
ection with which it was deliv- presented, it was a truly refresh enjoyable ten minutes of action. Frolic is one of the most power units of credit. Dr. Mitchell said,
•red. It consisted of a backstage ing performance.
Southern belles, magnolia blos ful unifying forces on campus. A in various Spanish language and
K-one of a stagecrew hard at work
soms,
chivalrous gentlemen, and certain faculty member states literature courses and the history
TAU KAPPA KAPPA'S skit
iinging "Busy, busy ..." and was introduced by the chanting of school girls home from college that he believes it to be the only of Mexico.
«ter joining in the chorus of the Witch's confab to the tune of set the stage for WEST HALL'S wholesome" unifying force on
Applications forms are avail
'Life Upon the Wicked Stage " H e r n a n d o ' s H i d e a w a y . " T h e skit, "Southern Pacific." Original campus. And aren't they right? able In the offices of Dr. Jantzen
Mn't Ever What a Girl Sup- theme illustrated the relationship dance routines and lyrics with You see people that you didn't and Mr. Taylor and must be sub
xises." The group in coveralls and rivalry between pledgling and considerable humor gave this even know belonged to the house, mitted before May 1. Transpor
lid a dance and lyric routine active member . . . called "Soror presentation an effective result in and gradually you come to realize tation and living expenses will be
that you actually dislike some of $540, while tuition is added on a
vhich just about stole the show! ity Sorcery." "Witchcraft" con the Southern atmosphere.
ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA them more than you thought you unit basis.
Miss Broadway Star, complete cluded their number, which was
vith fur and pet poodles, paraded effectively staged and very at staged their skit in the surround did.
That is all over now though;
iround the stage followed by her tractively costumed, resulting in ings of the "wild and woolly"
MARCH 15 DEADLINE
West, using as their theme the and a simple sigh of relief is all
lutograph-seeking fans. Excellent a fine performance.
FOR CLASS DROPS
w e s t e r n s a l o o n , c o m p l e t e w i t h that you owe the past. Now you
continuity of theme and eyeThe last day to drop classes
"Oohs and Oz," a trip into fan- love story and song of the Ku must start looking for a place to
atchlng color and costuming, as
without paying a late fee is
vell as delightful choreography, tasyland with ALPHA THETA Klux Klansman. Amusing lyrics store the sets that your house
TAU, contributed an outstanding and anecdotes of the cowboys will never use again; now Is the March 15, the Business Office
'ontributed to the successful pro
array of color and eye-appeal, contributed the comedy of "Klans time to start collecting the fines has stated.
motion of "You Can Get There
with bright costumes and original man Goes West."
of those rich enough to mLss Band
"rom Here."
sets. The sets, in storybook
Frolic rehearsals. Now Is also the read. But you loved it. That ap
OMEGA
PHI
ALPHA
cam
ALPHA KAPPA PHI took the form, represented pages which
time
to start making up with that plause made It worthwhile.
rophy for the men's living were turned by a little girl and paigned that "Progress is the root
What are you going to do about
troups when they delighted the her scarecrow friends. "The Land of ALL evil" in their skit entitled, giri you broke up with when you next year? Well, you'll start prac
were
In
the
midst
of
a
grouchy
mdience in a professional per- of Emerald Green," an especially "A Bums Rush." Clever staging
ticing sooner, and you'll be bet
ormance of "Westside Rumble." beautiful stage setting, was and lyrics enriched this perform mood from no sleep and too many ter organized, and, by golly,
cigarettes.
It's
time
to
pick
up
theme was a view into the breath-taking and received a good ance, as well as the authentic
you'll win. But now - just let
life of America's youth. At- audience reaction, as did the pre costumes. The "soap box" orator the remnants of your shattered me get some sleep, will you!
life
and
find
out
If
you
ran
still
'red in blue jeans, tee shirt, cise dance of the striking tin men. led off a grand finale number
•,.frfiiirrfi..**»»»>
which topped the presentation in
eather jackets, and with switch
A
Little
Bit
of
Eloise"
pre
the rendition of "That's Why We
blades in hand, the Archites
•howed what cooperation, preci- sented by the girls of SOUTH Gentlemen are Tramps. . . "It
;ion, and originality can do on HALL took the audience on a was a truly colorful and amusing
h e s t a g e . A n e s p e c i a l l y g o o d short visit with six-year-old Elo performance.
'udience reaction was given to ise, her nurse, and the puzzled
By LINDA McKINNON
heir humorous rendition of victims of her pranks, the ship's
'Standing on the Corner Watchr'g All the Girls G o B y . . . "
EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA
COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES
presented its 10-minute spectacuTHE MODERN LIBRARY
ar using the theme, "This Thing
-ailed Man." The group divided
QUALITY PAPERBACKS
'm° each type of gal—running
from the pep team of sports en
thusiasts with their red baseball
aPs, to the stenos complete with
BOO*
horn-rimmed glasses and type9 J
HO <-9105
^ter- to the "sweet" gals in
2103 PACIFIC AVE.
— FREE PARKING —
"®ir fluffy pastel dresses, to the
Sophisticates in black toreadors
Bnri brightly colored tops. As each

—SENIORSHAVE YOU ORDERED
YOUR
ANNOUNCEMENTS?
DEADLINE MARCH 14

the

BOOKMARK

W
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AWS Petitions
Are Due Today

flDALINE'S
WISDOM
for SOPHISTICATES

Today is the last day AWS
| tions for offices can be turi^
in to the Dean of Women's 0j.
fice. Actual campaigning will
gin next Monday, March 3, ap,
Dear U,
Dear Addy,
terminate on Thursday, March I
To
answer
this
question,
we
I did not make it to Band Frolic
On Thursday evening, there -Saturday night. Could you please would like to refer you to the
be an AWS rally in the
Crime
Syndicate
Report.
These
tell me who won?
where the candidates for o:
are a few of the shows this report
Anxious
will be introduced. Elections
lists for viewing: US Steal
Dear Anxious,
be held at house meeting,
Zeta Phi won in the women's Hour, The Hijack Benny Show,
the results of the election will
Beat
Up
The
Clock,
I
Love
Lu
division, and Archania won in the
posted on Friday.
men's division. Congratulations to ciano, You Asked For It . . .
Lani Moir, 2nd vice-preside*
(BANG!),
The
Hit
and
Run
Pa
these two for their outstanding
and social chairman for AWS an
Sandra-Allen
Band Frolic skits. All the skits rade, What's My Racket, Thirty
nounced the annual AWS Spring
At a special housemeeting Mon Formal will be held on Saturday
were excellent, but these two Years to Life with Father, and
Merle-Richard
Robbing
Hood.
Happy
watching!
d
a
y
e
v
e
n
i
n
g
a
t
M
a
n
o
r
H
a
l
l
,
t
h
e
stood out from all the rest. Even
March 22, at the Officer's Club,
At a recent house meeting of
pinning of Sandra Underwood This annual girl-ask-boy event
those who didn't come home with Ad-libs:
South Hall, the traditional box
Linda Cunningham was having and Allen Case was revealed.
the trophies had a good time par
will last from 9 to 1. Music wffl
of candy was passed when Merle
a ball at the all-campus water
"Secret Love" was sung by Bill
ticipating,
we're
sure.
be provided by Ted Herman'!
Nelson announced her engage
fight last Sunday . . . The ladies Thompson, and a poem was read
ment to Richard Jenkins.
Dear Addy,
of Alpha Thete are having their by the housemother, Mrs. McCoy. band.
The second program in a series
I'm going to Europe this sum annual Black and White Ball next A white candle mounted on a red
Merle is a freshman here at
Pacific majoring in international mer, and I need lots of informa Saturday night. . . Those Omega heart with miniature red roses of four travel programs spot
relations. Her hometown is Tem tion. Please tell me some things Phi Band Frolic smiles just was passed, and punch and cook sored by AWS will be held or.
March 10 in the Faculty Lounge
I should know and do. Many couldn't be beat . . . "Tight Suds ies were served.
ple City.
at 7:30. Miss Virginia Short, pre
Dick is from Monrovia, and he other COP students are going to at Okay Corral" should be com
Sandra is a freshman piano ma- fessor of music at College of the
Europe,
too,
and
I'm
sure
they
is currently attending Pasadena
ing soon. But when? . . . Bas ; or from Grand Junction, Colora Pacific, will speak on the topic
City College and majoring in would find this information valu ketball at Pacific is getting bet do.
"Europe." This program will in.
ter and better . . . Dark glasses
political science. He also attended able.
A1 made the announcement at elude a short resume' on both the
Lana
La
Tur
were out In force on Sunday dinner to his fraternity brothers well-known and little-known spots
San Jose State for one year.
Hummm!! . . . Spring sports also of Alpha Kappa Phi. He is a jun
Merle and Dick plan to be mar Dear Lana,
Well, transportation is a prob include baseball, track, and ten ior radio and television major to see in Europe, hints on shop
ried in Southern California in
lem in Europe. It is wise to rent nis . . . (We neglected to mention from Modesto and is a member of ping, and various other tips or
September.
a conveyance on arrival. Bicycles this last week.) . . . Archania' Alpha Epsilon Rho, national hon travel in Europe. All members oi
AWS interested in travel are in
are available; and, for groups of enthusiasm over their victory orary radio fraternity.
vited
to attend this meeting.
four or more, ox-carts provide a continued Sunday at their open
Women's Day, the climax o!
slow, but inexpensive, means of house . . . "You Can Get There
getting about. This matter of From Here" turned out to he a Dean Berfholf Speaks the year-long AWS program, will
transportation should come first. good title for Zeta Phi's fabulous At- New Chapel Series be held on Thursday, May 1. This
is the one day taken out of each
My suggestion here is a fruit boat show. They got there all right —
How much do you care — IF year especially designed to unite
which will take you almost any right to that trophy. Congratula
where for a very small amount of tions, girls! . . . Congratulations W E D R I N K O U R S E L V E S all women on campus. A con
Dr. Lloyd L. Bertholf, vocation will be held at 11 in the
money. If you happen to look are definitely in order for Archa DRUNK?
academic vice president, in the Conservatory, which will start
I like a bunch of bananas, it will nia, too, for an outstanding pro
second in a series of Chapel ser off the day. Mrs. Stewart Leroy
be even cheaper.
duction . . . We're almost confi vices on social concerns, will at Anderson will speak on the topic,
A word about water. It is best dent that the swimming Ed read
tempt to point up the cultural sit "Courage to Live." The AWS
to carry your own water with our column last week anyway
uation in the United States in re Board will have a luncheon for
you, for the water in Europe is The time has come to forget Band
lation to alcohol. At the March 4 Mrs. Anderson following the Con
not sanitary. While wine is some Frolic, "The Daughter of Dracuservice he will discuss whether vocation. The evening will end
times an adequate substitute for la," etc . . . etc. and to hit the
drinking is really a problem i n with the annual AWS .Spring
water, shampooing and washing big books . . . Rushing is creeping
American culture, and, if so, what Banquet and installation of ne*
your feet with it becomes a bit up on us once again . . . This
our attitude as students should officers.
tedious. Hope you have a great week-end may be a dead one, but
be.
don't go home, everybody, sometime!
Gary Keffury, a sophomore preMU PHI INSTALLS
I'd like to know what your thing might happen! . . • Don't ministerial major, will be the stu
opinions are on the top TV shows. forget, petitions for AWS offices dent leader. Under the direction C A K E A S P R E X Y
Margaret Cake was installed a.'
must be in by today.
Unstudious
of Dean J. Russell Bodley, the A
Cappella Choir will sing. Mem president of Mu Phi Epsilon, naHAVE YOUR OWN CHARGE ACCOUNT — IT'S EASY — ASK US bers of Alpha Kappa Phi will tional music sorority, at a cert
mony last Monday in the home oi
usher.
Miss Mary Bowling.
Other officers are Ann Wila®
vice-president; Dorothy Busher
recording secretary; Carol OCo
nor, corresponding secretary; E
vida Taylor, alumnae secretary
Elaine Blum, chorister; S
Schilling, chaplain; Donna R
treasurer; Rose Purcell, war •
Belva Mehlschau, historian; a
Sheryl Pickering, magazine chair
If you are single, and betweeen
19 Vz and 26, there's a splendid
man.
^
opportunity waiting for you.
Mrs. Harbert, chapter advise
was also present at the cerem°^
Along with its current expansion
RENT A TYPEWRITER
American Airlines needs many
more attractive Stewardesses.
OR ADDING MACHINE

4f>

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

that

Ca P e * i °

Do you like to
travel?

feeling!

TAKE IT EASY!

You must be 5'2" to 5'8" in height,
130 lbs. or less in proportion to
height with 20/50 eyesight or
better without corrective lenses.

BY THE WEEK, MONTH,
OR QUARTER...

Those accepted have FREE
TRAINING, excellent salaries,
liberal expense accounts, and the
privilege of free travel.

Shell Saddle Oxford

Tan Kid—Patent Saddle
White Kid—Red Patent Saddle
White Kid—Cornflower Blue Saddle

Even though you may not
reach the minimum age
requirement, if you are
interested in this as a career,
please feel free to discuss
this with us.

11.95

price.

Sanyotvquin

INTERVIEWS
ON CAMPUS

BUSINESS MACHINES

Tuesday, March 25th

114 N. California St.

9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Contact Placement Office
for appointment

All Makes and Models . .
If you decide to purchase a
new or used machine the rental
will be applied on the purchase

1700 Pacific Ave.

Phone HO 5-5881

Open Thursday 'til 9 P.M.
Park Free

Spacious — Convenient — Open Mondays Till Nine

CALIFORNIA
RADIO
STATIONS
need salesmen and women.
Paying 50% of cost of
short training course for
qualified trainees. G i v e
age, telephone, and educa
tion to CALIFORNIA RA
DIO STATIONS, in care
of the Pacific Weekly.

Poge Fw
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Omega Phi To Hold
Annual Fashion Show

'•omenss-T@)hirl
FULL SCHEDULE
AHEAD OF US
By PATTI SOl'LE

WOMAN
OF
THE WEEK
By CAROLINE JAMIESON
Zetn Phi's choice of Woman
| f the Week goes to peppy Marli Tsukamoto, better known as
After attending Sacramento
for one year, she transferto COP, which she has been
ding for the past two years.
When she receives her teach
ing credential, she Is hoping to
I Mich a sixth grade class. Her
liuln Interests lie In sports, of
I thlch tennis and basketball are
ier two favorites, and attending
luslcals.
I While she was a member of
he Sacramento State student
ody, she belonged to the Calljrnia State Teaching Association
nd was an active participant In
Wesley Club, the young pee
r's group of the Methodist
h. During her sophomore
at COP. she was treasurer
•f South Hall. This year she is
IWS treasure;-.
I 8ome of her other activities lnIude membership In the Y, CSTA,
pi being on the Wesley council,
has also been honored with
Ufe membership In the CallScholarship Federation.
Tsukl, with her cheery personIity plus her active Interest In
[OP'S affairs Is worthy of Zeta
'» choice as Woman of the
reek.

UU KAPPA PLANS
*RE-RUSH BRUNCH
|"Happy Unbirthday" is the
of a brunch to be given by
Kappa Kappa tomorrow
from 10:30-12 noon,
mman girls will be the
* at this pre-rush function.
*U1 be held at the Tau Kappa

Apparently many people o n
this campus think that there Isnt
much doing, socially, around here.
Yet, we don't see very many peo
ple staying in on week ends, and
most students seem tired a n d
happy on Monday mornings.
There are a lot of things coming
up this semester which should
take up some of the week ends
and other nights and days.
As you may have guessed.
Band Frolic week end has Just
passed. Congratulations to Zeta
Phi and Archanla for their su
perb
performances. Everyone
seemed to have a good time over
the week end, which ended In a
colossal water fight.
The next thing on the social
agenda Is fraternity and sorority
rushing. For the men the dates
are from March 3 to March 14.
The rushing period for women Is
March 17 to March 27.
From March 28 'til April 8
there Is Easter vacation, which
Is going to be needed. As a relief
from the many long nights of
studying. Right after that lfc the
Band Tour, from April 9 to April

GATEWAY SINGERS
PAY EPSILON A VISIT
By MARTHA METZLEK
Epsllon Lambda Sigma was
honored with a visit by the Gate
way Singers after their perform
ance in the Conservatory recently.
Members of the singing group
were found to be very interest
ing. a a well a a entertaining.
Travis, the more youthful mem
ber of the group, was nice enough
to render a few lines from a new
tune they were to record later In
the week. Over a cup of coffee,
they spoke of their experiences
In the entertainment world.
and It Is wonderful to see.
So, there you have an Idea of
what Is to come this season. It
can be fun If we make It that
way, and you must admit that
there Is enough to do to Insure an
enjoyable semester.

Orchesis. national dance society
Omega Phi will hold their
Mothers' Club fashion show and at OOP. has planned a busy sem
card party next Thursday at 1 ester. according to Mrs, L'herek.
p.m. at the fraternity house.
advisor.
Presideftt Don Smith and
Elections were held Tuesday.
housemother Mrs. Edith Moore
February 25. and new members
are expecting a large crowd at
were welcomed after each girl
the annual affair, during which a
had presented an original dance.
new television set will be given
On March 20. Jean Erdman. naaway. Donations are now being
accepted lor tickets on the set by tlooally known creative dance ar
members of the frat.
'1* from New York, will appear
Guests will be served during "1
Consetvstory. Sponsored
their card games, with the Moth : b> Orchesis. the program will iners' Club providing prizes for dudetaterprHwe <****»
ft
each table. Entertainment will be and West presented in an Inter
p r o v i d e d b y m e m b e r s a n d t h e i r esting and varied manner.
The final offering of the year
dates, who will model the latest
In collegiate apparel from Ernie will be the Orchesis recital,
scheduled for the middle of May.
Reed and The Brown House.
Some of those acting as models Diverse solo and group dances
are Don Smith and Sharon Rob w:i! bt presented. The feature
inson. Bob Ntcholls and Sandy number will be a "space ballet"
Robinson. A1 Farnum and Nancy which tells the story of the crea
Robinson, Dick Burkes and Janet tion of the universe and the ef
Baron, Don Landeck and Carol fects of the man-made Sputnik
Jacobsen, Ed Sowash and Darla and Jupiter satellites.
Zunlno. A1 Johnson and Jean
Rled, Doug Eberhardt and Margie
Meil. Tel Gurich and Joan Ben
der. Ed Hlnshaw and Barbara
Nearon, Sid Smith and Joan Wim
ple, and Bill Fowler and Annette
Vanler.

11.

J A N E T B A R O N
Sophomore
Alpha Thsto Tau

Parents' Day Is Saturday, April
26. This is the time when the
folks return to college. There Is
a buffet lunch, and students give
their parents a tour around the
campus. Many come, and It Is a
lot of fun.
Thursday, May 1, AWS Wo
man's Day, with a Convocation
and the AWS banquet. The fol
lowing week end Is Mardl Gras.
The girls' dorms play the sorori
ties in football on Friday and
later there are other games with
a buffet dinner In the evening.
Saturday Is the Mardl Gras Ball
to which everyone wears cos
tumes.
In the middle of May, the frat
ernities have their formal dances,
and the annual Awards Assembly
comes o n Thursday, May 22.
Awards are given for sports,
publications, and outstanding citi
zens on the campus.
Dead week begins May 25. and
the "perfect" way to end the
year starts on Monday. June 2.
with final week. There is usually
an attempt on a panty raid dur
ing this time. If the same thing
happens as last year, it should
turn out to be a great time for all.
The Baccalaureate sendees and
Commencement are on Sunday.
June 8. For the seniors. It Is an
important event In their lives.

BAND FROLIC RECORDS
— Available—

her line of fashion . .. "Shoreline'
Freshness is her fashion Sand ond seo
lowing, she chooses "Shoreline Separates,
Soiktoth Bermudas give her the comfort
ond cose she needs for her active, funfilled life
the styling she lores to show
off her tanned, slender figure. Her "Prom
enade Pullover" is the perfect topper for
her femininity.

1

Bermudas $5.95

Order your records as soon as possible — any 2 groups
on 10" LP — 83.12 Inc. Tax

YOU TOO

Quality Recording Service
"1' N. WILSON WAY

Dance Society Plans
Jean Erdman Show

can be eligible
HO 4-7404

to o charge occount

Shirt $3.98
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BEAT SAN FRANCISCO!
Off-Season Tidbits,,

TIGERS KEEP
STREAK GOING!

By OLA LEE MURCHISON

The "COMEBACK KIDS" did it
again. Traveling down to Los
Angeles last weekend with a de
termined look in their eye, they
captured two more important
wins, One of them was from the
Pepperdine Waves and the other
from Loyola.
In the Pepperdine game, the
Tigers were led by big Leroy
Wright. Wright came in with a
sparkling game both on offense
and defense, not to mention the
15 rebounds he pulled down. He
led all scorers with 20 points. Ken
Flaig and Dave Klurman both
contributed 15 points to the vic
tory. Again Neil Stafford played
a steady ball game and also con
tributed 9 points towards the vic
tory. Bob D o w n u m and Sid
Smith also played well for the
Tigers.
At the Loyola gym, Pacific
again proved that they can come
back and win a ball game when
they are behind. With two min
utes left to go in the ball game,
Pacific got seven points to Loyo
la's 0. That proved to be too much
for Loyola, and the final score
was Pacific 57, Loyola 53. Dave
Klurman was the leading scorer
with 14 points.
With only ®ne league game left
(with San Francisco this coming
Pictured above are the COP Tigers, with their staff, who are looking forward to dumping na
Tuesday), COP has a good chance tionally ranked USF on March 4th: Front row, 1. to r.: Bob Downum, Dave Klurman, Maurice Jones,
to capture a third place position Sid Smith. Middle row, 1. to r.: Assistant coach Galen Laack, Ron Weibust, Paul Kaufman, Gary
in the WCAC standings. It's just Kaufman, manager Ted Gurich, trainer Mel Moretti. Back row, 1. to r.: Captain Ken Flaig; Neil Staf
a shame that Pacific started so ford, LeRoy Wright, Dick Walsh, Don Cockburn, COP basketball coach Van Sweet.
late in the season, but, like the
Dodgers say, "WAIT TILL NEXT
YEAR."

...TO DOWN THE DONS!

#

Charting The Nation's Top College Cagers
There are many great players
in this year's array of players,
but to mention all of them would
take a whole edition o f t h e
Weekly. Today, to make AllAmerican, a player has to be
listed high on the scoring column.
Elgin Baylor of Seattle, Oscar
Robertson of Cincinnati, a n d
Wilt "the Stilt" Chamberlain of
Kansas are all scorching the nets
at averages of over 30 points per
game.
Seattle's Baylor seems to be
the one heading for a romp. Bay
lor has gone well in front in the
national scoring race in the Seat
tle school's stretch run for the
western regionals next month and
a let-up in his basket bombarding
is not expected from here on in.

A Flyin' Flaig

Latest statistics have Baylor with
The only senior on the College
654 points in 19 games for a 34.4 of the Pacific squad, KEN FLAIG
per game average.
has come along since the middle
Oscar Robertson may not be of the season to play very out
gaining ground in the race for standing ball for the Tigers. Flaig
is seventh in the league in scor
the scoring title, but he is trig ing, fifth in rebounding, and fifth
gering Cincinnati's late surge in in free throw percentage. He
t h e A s s o c i a t e d P r e s s p o l l t h a t scored 25 points and grabbed 23
could set the Bearcats up in a rebounds in the two game set in
storybook showdown with top- Los Angeles over the Band Frol
ranked Kansas State. Oscar now ic week end. His person high
has scored 706 points in 21 games point total for one game this sea
for a 33.6 average.'
son is 32 against Loyola in Stock
Wilt Chamberlain, the giant of ton, which is also the one-game
the three, is third in scoring with high point total for the team for
534 points in 17 games for a 31.4 the year!
Probably one of the most un
average. Wilt's low for the year
was a meager 6 points against derrated players in the WCAC,
Colorado. In my book he is un Flaig blossomed forth once again
doubtedly the greatest of the cur in Pacific's victories over Pepperdine and Loyola. H i s perform
rent basketball greats.
ances in these contests earned
him "Player of the Week" (of en
tire Northern California) honors!
Ken's statistics:

CAN YOU USE
$20 EXTRA A WEEK?
FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN PUT
5 HRS. O F Y O U R SPARE T I M E
T O W O R K M A K I N G M O N E Y FOR Y O U !
Write for Full Information to:

CAMPUS JOBS — 426 Kentucky Ave., Berkeley 7, Calif.

SEASON RECORD:
Games
FGA
FG
23
271
101
PCT.
REB. AVG.
.745
255
11.1

PCT
.371
PCT.
12.0

LEAGUE RECORD:
FGA
FG
FT A
FT Games
128
45
173
129 11
PCT.
REB.
AVG.
PTS. AVG.
331
14.3

PCT
.351
PCT.

FTA
FT
86
65
PTS. AVG.

USE YOU R BR AIN
COME IN OUT OF THE
RAIN - T O

THE END

10NE

T H E

Day in and day out, both
dents and spectators have ask*
me this question: "How in tj
world do football players keep
condition during the off-season1
The funny thing about it is t)
fact that most people really g
expect me to give them tr
answer that is only known t
each individual football piajt
himself. In other words, this j
the players' own coveted secret t
success. I do not know why, be
people always come to me f0
answers to questions which the
cannot obtain anywhere else, l
seems as though I can alway
give my clients a suitable answe:
so I will now reveal the secrets o
a few football players to the put
lie in order that they may get
general idea of how most footba!
players do condition themselves
(These players whom I am goln,
to reveal do not know how I go
this information—heh-heh.)

L e t u s start with JOHNN'
WILLIAMS. Williams is a Tige
tackle; he weighs about 190 o
195 lbs. He is approximately 5' 2
in height and is just about a
broad as he is tall. His arms ar
just as big and muscular as hi
legs. A good cartoon descriptlv
comparison of him would be "Po
Eye the sailor." Johnny keeps li
shape by playing jacks and prat
ticing his piano lessons; he iif
ures that in order to be a goo
football player, it is a must t
keep the fingers well co-ordinatet
The next time you see Johns;
Williams around the campui
take a look at his fingers. Be
you have never seen anything lik
them.
Next is NOEL MANOUKIAN
Noel is the brother of Don, wh
attends Stanford University 1
Palo Alto. Noel does not try t
keep his conditioning proces
from being known as others do.
If you see someone riding dow
the streets at 2 o'clock in th
morning on a bicycle, or ridisi
up the stairways in the admintration building, or riding on to;
of the water in the swimmtsi
pool, then you know its Manot
kian. Noel is always riding tha
bike of his.
My next victim is CARL KA>MERER. Carl is the biggest
on the team; he is about 6' <•
and weighs about 235 lbs. and >'c
would think that a big man 1*
that works harder than any otW
football player. I know that C#
will probably faint when he <L
covers I've learned his seem
You know what Carl does?
sings in Chapel Choir every 1*
day and Thursday at 11 o'clock
was sick an entire day &
laughing. It's really funny 1
watch a big football player s"
a choir, being led by some0
seven times smaller than henot let his masculine Physi^,.
throw you, because Carl is a i
singer.
I hope I have given you an i
of how football players condl"1
themselves during the off-sea5^
There are still some
whom I do not know anyt°\
about, but sooner or later, 1 '
secrets will no longer be 1 ^
secrets alone. They will soon
yours and mine.

'
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BEAT SAN FRANCISCO!
THE PACER

Are You An Athlete?
By RICHARD BASS

with Jack Mar den

All-Star Choices
By PAUL KAUFMAN

••••••

A-l Cleaners' Mystery
Tiger Of The Week

It depends pretty largely what
It seems strange how sports
your definition of an athlete hap fans change from year to year in
pens to be. If its Just to wear a their idolism of basketball greats,
uniform and go on the trips and
and yet this spectacle happens
be one of the boys, then the fol and each season new faces of the
lowing things are not important.
basketball world are presented in
I would also like to point out the sportlight so that eager fans
that every one of the things men
will flock to the coliseums and
tioned below are not only abso stadiums.
lutely necessary for a good ath
The following players are pros
lete. but for a winner in any of pects for the 1958 All American
life's experiences:
honors, qualifying m o s t l y by
1. A spirit of
j their performances in the pre,-ompetition! Be
| vious season:
ing persistent.
Number one man in the nation
Sometime tomorrow, BILL
Never take no
last year was sophomore Wilt
VON HOORBEt K, A-l'i» cam
for an answer —- •
"The Stilt" Chamberlain. T h e
pus representative, will tele
when there is a
phone one of the COP living
seven-foot phenomenon from Kan
job to do, a pass
groups; whoever answers the
sas University was mentioned to
call will have one chance to
to be caught,
seven first string All-American
Identify correctly the Mys
speed to get up, etc. Backs or teams last year and will no doubt
tery Athlete. Other living
linemen of the past are not re
groups will be telephoned if
be number one man again at the
membered by their techniques,
the previous contestants an
close of this season.
swer Incorrectly.
so much as by their fire and com
Making headlines in the Big
The wining prize will be
bative spirit.
Ten Conference is Indiana's six
the contestant's purchases of
2. Coachability! Can the ath
the preceding week — free of
foot eight inch Archie Dees. Dees
lete take coaching? Can he take ran away with the scoring title
charge!
criticism and not always be look last year with a lead 6f 71 points
Can YOU identify our COP
tiger?
ing for an alibi? Is he a "know it
and was voted the conference's
all?"
most valuable player. The 21 year
3. Willingness to practice! Does
old Junior 1s a cinch for first
the athlete want to improve? Is team All-American honors.
he willing to put in the long,
grinding hours that are neces ELGIN BAYLOR A SHOO-IN
WAS THAT NECESSARY?
1603 PACIFIC AVE.
sary?
Is he the first boy out with
Coming from the West Coast
JACK BRINER, a half-miler, displayed a little of his early••••••••••••••••
to
make
his
bid
for
All-American
a
smile
on
his
face,
or
the
last
season form when he raced from the End Zone to West Hall in at
is Seattle University's six-foot-six val coaches to be one of the best
least one foot of water. He surely must have had a good reason one out with a frown?
4. Willingness to make the nec center - forward, Elgin Baylor. "little" men In basketball today.
No comment , . .
essary sacrifices! This means Words weren't Invented to praise
"SUPPORT SPRING SPORTS"
Also very capable of receiving
The spring brings around three sports at COP which frequently conditioning! And conditioning Is this great athlete, the leading col first team All-American honors is
chalk up an impressive number of wins. They are swimming, not fun, it is punishment in every legiate rebounder last year who Oscar Robinson, six foot-five for
also finished third in scoring ward from the University of Cin
sense of the word.
baseball, and track.
5. Ability to think under fire! with a 29.7 points per game aver cinnati; Lloyd Sharrar, 6 foot 10
I believe there Is one way in which the records can be made
even more impressive, and that is with student support. So, If Can he shut out from his mind age. Baylor undoubtedly should center from the University of
everything except the work to be receive a berth on the All-Ameri West Virginia; Bailey Howl, the
possible, attend the scheduled events and watch the Tigers roll!
done at the moment? This does can first team.
6 foot one Inch center from Mis
Among the great back court sissippi State, who, despite his
not take a great brain, but it does
sity of Miami; Crawford Henry,
men in the nation, two are espe lack of height, finished sixth in
take concentration.
First Ail-American
a sophomore from Tulane Uni
6. Willing and able to shut out cially outstanding. I'm sure no the nation In rebounds, led t h e
Tennis Men Selected versity; Johann Kupferburger, a all personal feeling about the op one will dispute the fact that field goal accuracy leaders, hit
senior from the University o f ponent, except to try as hard as Tommy Keams and Guy Rodgers
The first Ail-American College Miami; and John Lesch, a Junior you can, in a FAIR WAY, with are truly All-American ball play ting on 217 out of 382 field goal
attempts J or a terrific .568
t e n n i s t e a m , c o n s i s t i n g o f t w o from UCLA.
everything that you've got. It ers.
s
hooting percentage, and w a s
'cams of fourteen top tennis
ranked ninth in the nation in
MacKay, rated as the most Im never pays to get personal in RODGERS EXPECTED TO
stars, representing eight Ameri
anything.
scoring while averaging 25.9
REPEAT AGAIN
can universities, has recently proved player of the year, and
7. Ability. Muscular co-ordina
Guy Rodgers, Temple Univer points per game!
Holmberg,
noted
for
his
great
selected by the National
tion. We don't all have It to the
These are only nine of the na
Collegiate Tennis Coaches Asso touch volleys and racket hand same extent, but we can make up sity's All-American of last year,
should win similar recognition tion's basketball greats. Sports
ling, are hard hitters with power
ciation.
ful serves. Franks, who has for the lack of It in some of the again this season. Although Guy writers and coaches pick their
Thirteen of these fourteen men shown great improvement, has an ways mentioned above.
is only six feet tall, he is a high All-American teams as they see
8. Speed. The ability to move scorer and a splendid ball hand them. This is how I would pick
bave reached the quarter-finals excellent underspin backhand,
f the NCAA tournament, and and is one of the nation's top fast or quick! There is a differ ler. He Is considered by many ri- mine.
ev«ry man on the first team has
doubles players. Grammalva Is ence and they can both be devel
^cached at least the semi-finals; noted for his baseline strokes and oped by hard work and concen
oirce of these have also won the agressive play. Green has a strong tration.
The above things don't come
• CAA singles championship. Six backhand, is a keen analyst, and
'' 'be first seven members have his court attitude makes him a easy and they don't come all at
7*n °r now are, members of favorite with many of the ex once to most of us, but they can
,he Davis Cup Team.
perts. Olmedo has a big serve. be developed through the com
plete co-operation of the player
Members of the first team are: and has t h e ability to comeV^P^B
yot' AN AMATEUR?
The National AAU has decided to raise the value of awards
lor track athletes. In fact, they doubled last year's amount and it
now stands at $70 for first place, $40 for second place, and $20 for
third place! That certainly Is not good for an athlete who works
j to 9 months for one particular race! Well anyway, are VOU
on amateur?
All the way from Bitberg Air Base in Germany, where he was
rationed for four years, comes RON ELDER. Ron is a twelve-foot
pole vaulter and is counted upon to strengthen that department,
which was occupied last season by Stan Daniel (Stan was lost
through graduation).
Middle-aged LES DABRITZ, (at 23!), who has recently Joined
the Olympic Club track team of San Francisco, impressed with a
victory in the Stockton AAU one mile walk. His time of 9:44.0 for
the distance is really stepping, especially when one considers the
fact that it Is early in the season.
-DID YOU KNOW?"
That OLA LEE MURCHISON, when a freshman, broke the COP
high Jump record with a leap of six feet, fiv%-and-a-half inches, and
also tied the 220 mark? Ola Lee was clocked In 21.2 seconds in his
only losing race against the Santa Clara Youth Center. The mark,
which is held by Mason, was set in 1950 and later tied by Hudson
In 1952. It can only be broken by a winning time or with an official
timing.
The Tigers' Football team, which will lose TOM FLORES at
quarterback for next season, has a new prospect in five-foot, elevenInch, 160-pound CHARLIE VERDUZEL. Charlie, who competed at
East Contra Costa; was one of the leading scorers in the league.
The speedster played one of his better games against Monterey
Junior College in a losing cause; he raced 90 yards on one play for
a touchdown even though the final score was 12 to 7!

n-

JUNE GRADUATES

°se Aguero, a senior from Tuwne University; Myron Franks,
® Junior from UCLA; Sam <5ram'a a senior from the Univer0
. '*•' of Texas; Michael Green, a
£nior from UCLA; Ronald Holm6- a sophomore from Tulane
"versify; Barry MacKay, a se- from the University of Mich' ,r>: and Alejandro Olmedo, a
lor from USC.
JJ'°

UCLA

SECOND SQUAD

The second team consists of:
th"1 ^ndrews> a sophomore from
University of Iowa; John
j a"ston, a Junior from UCLA;
«J" 'Jackie) Douglas, a Junior
j."1 Stanford University; David
rusn. senior from the Univer

through in the clutch. Aguero is »nd *he foach-Tflese ,hirp
a fine baseliner. and is a master for the individual attitude of the
payers and for G E N E R A L
of accuracy.
SQUAD MORALE.
These men, ranking among the
finest amateurs in the world,
brighten America's chances o f
Sports Schedule
winning future tennis champion
ship titles.
SWIMMING

ATTENTION:
All men's living groups in
terested in entering a volley
ball team in an intramural
league, contact DR. VOLTMER
next week.
Sign-up sheets are posted on
the gym board for the intra
mural and free throw tourna
ment.

COP vs. Arden Hills
Wed., March 5, here (4 p.m.)
COP vs. St. Marys
Fri., March 7, there
BASEBALL
COP vs. USF
Fri., March 7, there
GOLF
Golf Match, Tues., March 4
BASKETBALL
COP vs. USF
Tues., March 4, there

CAREER POSITIONS IN CALIFORNIA
STATE GOVERNMENT

Rrpmrnbtlvn will be on the College of Pacific campus

FRIDAY, MARCH 7
to interview students interested in career
opportunities In the following fields:

ENGINEERING
PERSONNEL
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS
PROPERTY APPRAISAL AND ACQUISITION
Sign up for interviews at the
Student Placement Office

CALIFORNIA STATE PERSONNEL BOARD
801 CAPITOL AVENUE
SACRAMENTO
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Do We Pamper Our Athletes?
By SAL CORTES

Campus Renovations
Are Near Completion
By JIM HOLWAY

Fraternity News

INTRA-FRATERNITY
COUNCIL
T h e Intra-Fraternity Coun
has set the next week (March
to March 7) as advertising vve
for rushing. During this vvei
all men who are interest in rn
ing this semester are invited
visit the three fraternities a
become acquainted with the me
bers. This precedes sign-up we
as fraternity rushing approach
ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
Alpha Kappa Lambda is mj
ing arrangements f o r an
change with Alpha chapter of t
University of California. Thet
fraternities will discuss frat
nity improvement as well as p
mote good will for next fa
football game between the t
schools. President Tom McC
ley also reports that a new A]
chapter has been established
Oregon State. This brings t
total number of AKL chapters

Do you believe American college athletes are being overly pam
Renovations on the president's
pered? This question on the treatment of athletes in our American
office
and the adjacent reception
colleges has always bqen a good controversial subject.
room are in the process of being
Many people have argued that colleges today are actually pam
completed. These renovations are
pering or spoiling athletes by giving them "special privileges."
being done at the request of the
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Under special privileges comes the "athletic scholarship," which
Board of Trustees, and the ex
some say are pressured on athletes to induce them to enroll at some Get Big League Ball?
pense is being completely under
specific college or university.
By DAVID TOWELL
written by Mr. T. F. Baun, the
Another special privilege by which athletes are being pampered
During the past winter, major president of the board of trustees.
is by the existence of "snap" courses. Some people claim that these
Following a recent visit, the
league
baseball finally moved to
snap courses are the means by which superior athletes can maintain
Western College Accreditation
the
west
coast.
All
sports
fans
their eligibility for sport participation.
team suggested that the office be
Coach Van Sweet was confronted with this controversial subject should know that fact already,
renovated. This is the first major
but
they
might
not
know
why
the
and was asked to voice his opinion on it. Here is that opinion:
renovation since 1924.
Dodgers
and
Giants
left
New
"I can only speak for Pacific's+
An area on the third floor of
York
(which
has
a
metropolitan
treatment of athletes. I do not
Weber Hall has been renovated
area
population
of
14
million)
for
know how the athletes are re
Los Angeles and San Francisco for graduate students. This was
cruited and treated at other col
done upon the request of Dr.
respectively.
leges and universities. Here at
Obsolete ball parks, no place to Cobb, chairman of the chemistry
COP we do not pamper our ath
park,
and television have killed department.
By PAUL KAUFMAN
letes.
Construction on the new wo
baseball in many overcrowded
"All athletes that get into Pacif
men's dorm is 70% complete. It
This
is
the
Harlem
Globetrot
eastern
cities
and
all
these
things
ic on scholarships have to meet
will include many new innova
some specific standards of the col ters' thirty-first anniversary, and are especially true of New York. tions, such as an intercom sys
it
is
basketball's
66th
anniver
Take
the
case
of
the
Yankees,
lege. These standards are good
21.
who have a good team almost tem between the rooms and the
citizenship, good academic ability, sary.
Social chairman Bill H
central
office.
The origin of most sports is every year. During the past ten
and a good overall academic rec
states that entertainment f
New
tile
covering
has
been
ord. If they do not meet these clouded. Basketball differs. We years the Yankees have won eight put in the admissions, scholar AKL's Prohibition Dance, to
requirements or standards, they know exactly when it was born. pennants and six World Series. ship, and dean of graduate studies held on March 8, will be the fi
aren't admitted in our school, re And we know who was the "mo Yet in that same time, their at offices.
ernity's new singing group—1
ther." She was actually a he by tendance has dropped from an
gardless of their athletic skill.
Four Flats.
Another
note
of
particular
in
the name of Dr. James Naismith, average of 2,373,000 to 1,476,000
ATHLETICS BRING
ALPHA KAPPA PHI
terest
to
the
students
is
the
pro
of Springfield, Mass., an instruc last year. To further show how
POPULARITY
Archania celebrated their Bi
posed
renovations
o
f
classrooms
"I believe that as long as COP's tor in an institution now known- bad baseball attendance was get within the coming year.
Frolic victory with an infon
ting in the east, let's look at the
athletes meet these standards, as Springfield College.
get-together Sunday evening,
Doctor Naismith had a purpose. Dodgers. (Of course you all real
they deserve athletic scholarships.
ported President Steve Henry.
Everyone knows that athletes He did not want his athletes to ize the Dodgers made their home
The fraternity is planning
FORUM
ARTS
bring enormous prestige to any get rusty in the period between last year in a foreign country
reconditioning their basem
Tuesday, March 4:
college or university. The public football and baseball, both well called Brooklyn.) Ed note: Try
Chapel and Newman Club into a TV and chapter room.
ity which a school attains in the established at that time, so he felt not to "ride" our boys from Bum
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
Friday, March 7:
Omega Phi's movie product
field of sports, plays an import that some indoor exercise and town.
Pacific Theatre Production
The Dodgers at one time last
ant roll in increasing the enroll competition was imperative.
California History Founda "Tight Suds at OK Corral,"
Accordingly, in the winter of year won ten games in a row, but
tion Institute, 8 p.m., An completed, reports producer F
ment of a college.
er Moreau. The movie's open
"Here at COP that is the only 1891, he attached peach baskets on a sunny afternoon in August,
derson Social Hall
date is not yet set, although
assistance given to any athlete. on the walls of the gymnasium, trying for their eleventh win in
premier will be soon, states
They do not get any other special at opposite ends, and organized a row, there were only 2,000 peo
corder Paul Fletcher.
privileges because they are ath teams to play his newly devised ple in dear "old" Ebbetts field. C H I R H O H A S T A L K S
letes. Here, there are no "snap" game. The purpose then, as now, (In that foreign country called W I T H N O T E D V I S I T O R S
courses which an athlete can take was to toss the ball into one bas Brooklyn.)
PRE-MED EXAMS
Dr. Harvey Pathoff of the Iliff
in order to maintain his eligibil ket and prevent the opposition
The Giants, who last year made
SET FOR MAY
ity in sports. This, of course, was from tossing the ball into the their home in upper Manhattan School of Theology discussed with
proven this past semester by the other.
(that is in the United States) had interested members of Chi Rho
Candidates for admission
Originally there were nine play to move because the "polo the recent trends in theological med i c a l s c h o o l i n t h e f a l l o f .
ineligibility of five athletes be
ers on each side. Later, the num grounds" is being torn down in a seminaries, including the prepara should take the Medical Col
cause of scholastic difficulties.
"There isr on occasions, a lot ber of players was optional with year or so, and without the Dodg tion necessary to gain entrance to Admission Test in May, the I
more school pressure forced on the institution where the game ers in town the Giants would be these schools, on the afternoon of cational Testing Service
athletes. Sometimes athletes are was played, depending upon the economically lost. Over half of February 24.
Discussion with Dr. Seifert was nounced recently.
expected to work harder to get size of the court.
their attendance was made when
The Service, which prepares
held by Chi Rho in the Presi
The five-player standard was they did play the Dodgers.
better grades. Athletes have to
administers the test for the
dent's
Dining
Hall
February
18
devote many study hours to prac finally adopted as the fame and
sociation of American Mec
The Dodgers and the Giants al
tice in their particular sport. But popularity of the sport spread all ways drew good crowds when after Chapel. The main topic of Colleges, stated these tests an
the
discussion
was
the
Southern
I believe if an athlete makes an over the United States. There they played each other, even
quired of applicants b y air
honest effort and applies himself, have been numerous changes in when the game was on local tele California School o f Theology, every medical college in the c
with
which
Dr.
Seifert
is
associa
he can become a potential gradu the rules and styles since then, vision in New York. Add to that
try. Although the tests are g
however, and there will be more the already existing rivalry be ted.
twice a year, those taking
ated student.
in the future.
May test will be able to fur
SOME SCHOOLS ARE
tween Los Angeles and San Fran
The Globetrotter style, now cisco in pro football, plus the
LOST ARTICLES
scores to institutions in the e
TOO LENIENT
"There are, perhaps, some col known wherever the sun shines— fact that neither the Giants nor
CAN BE CLAIMED fall.
Candidates may take the
leges and universities where ath on all six continents—was the the Dodgers plan to allow local
The lost and found department on Saturday, May 3, at adm
letes do get pampered. Certain "brainstorm" of owner-coach Abe television, and you will see that
schools do give "special privi Saperstein. The durable nomads they should set some all time is located in the Administration tration points in more than
leges" and "snap" courses to their of the hardwood court seem to go attendance records while they are Building, Window Seven. There local centers throughout
are quite a few articles that have country.
athletes. In some colleges and on and on, living and laughing, in California.
accumulated, such as books,
The exam consists of test
universities, there is always a and dominating the cage sport
It is true that the Giants and
place for outstanding athletes, re with a continuity that apparently the Dodgers might not end up in clothing, etc. Be sure to check in general scholastic ability, a
the Administration Building i f on understanding of moderr
gardless of their grades in high has no ending.
first or even second place this
The stage upon which they pre
you are missing any such items. ciety, and an achievement te
school.
year, but the brand of baseball
science. According to the Te!
"Athletes, of course, are not the sent their fantastic show circles they are bringing to the West
Service, no special prepah
only students who may get spe t h e g l o b e a r i d e n c o m p a s s e s t h e Coast is so superior to the minor
other than a review of sci
cial privileges in a college or uni greatest and most enthusiastic league baseball which the fans
versity. Students with skills in audiences in sports history. Mil out here have been seeing, that
Money and time are the heavi subjects is necessary. All <
. various fields are given scholar lions follow this skilled troop day it should not even matter if they est burdens of life, and the un- tions are of the objective ty
Copies of the Bulletin o
ships and special privileges be in and day out, eager to watch come in last place!
happiest of mortals are those who
formation and application c
cause of their particular skills, their now-you-see-it, now-youhave
more
of
either
than
they
April 18 wiU be the official
as well as sample questions
b u t s i n c e a t h l e t e s g e t t h e m o s t don't basketball magic.
opening game of the 1958 major know what to do with.
There
is
nothing
mysterious
available from Educational
publicity and notoriety, it seems
Johnson
league baseball campaign on the
about
the
Globetrotters
magnet
ing Service, 20 Nassau S t r
like they are the only ones who
ism. Owner-coach Abe Saperstein west coast. On that day the Los
Princeton, New Jersey,
receive scholarships.
A
beggar
with
a
hat
in
each
Angeles Dodgers and the San
pleted applications m u s t
I believe that if students with figured out their equation that
hand
approached
a
man.
"What's
Francisco Giants will run on to
particular skills meet the citizen has been so successful for 31 the gridiron in the Los Angeles the idea of two hats?" the man the Testing Service office
years.
The
formula
is
simply
this:
The beggar replied: "Business April 19and academic standards of a col
A basketball-plus skill, plus en Coliseum and play a baseball was improving, so I opened a
lege, they deserve a scholarship.
game. Also on that date a new
The best portion of a
Instead of pampering athletes, tertainment and showmanship, single game baseball attendance branch office."
man's
life is his little, nam
equals
a
cool
million
dollars
a
the scholarships are giving them
record will probably be set. And
unremembered acts of k
Some cars have fluid drive
an opportunity for a higher edu year in revenue. The actors may that is the reason Dodgers and
cation which, perhaps, without a give way to time but the script the Giants left New York. "Econ others just have a drip at the and of love.
Wordswo
scholarship, they would be unable remains the • same. It always omics," my friends, that is all
wheel.
clicks.
to obtain."

THE FUN MEN
OF BASKETBALL

RANDOM THOUGHTS

